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reading is more than a way to get knowledge. it is also a way to grow. to broaden one’s mind. to
experience the world. to communicate. it is easy to criticize, but being able to imagine what
someone else might see in a book is a valuable gift. it’s not only to give ideas to others, but also to
oneself. good writing can make one see how close to the abyss one is. it can also make one see how
far one has left to go. the same is true of a good book. a book is not the messenger of truth, it is the
messenger of wisdom and knowledge. when one reads, one is gathering this wisdom and knowledge
and laying it down, deep within oneself. not in a library, but deep within oneself. it’s a sad state of
affairs when you have no library in which you can carry all the knowledge you need to know. if the
world we have lost is the world of books, then the world we have to create is the world of books. we
should build libraries. we should print books. we should distribute books. we should host books. we
should communicate books. we should study books. we should practice the art of reading. we should
teach reading. we should always find a way to give. we should always be able to share. and we
should always be able to think. anything we can imagine, we can create. anything we can imagine,
we can create. it is like a game where no-one has ever been able to create. i myself am fascinated
by the creativity of imagination. i like books because they give me information. information is the
most powerful tool we have. we’ve got lots of information. we’re not using it the way we should be
using it. i’ve felt the will to write this. i’ll communicate this. i’ll broadcast this. however, the more i
feel how correct i am, the more the pain, it is going to hurt me so much i’ll never write anything.
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